
political and social scientists have typically sought to
collect data for their research at that scale (Charlie Jeffery
and Arjan H. Schakel, “Editorial: Towards a Regional
Political Science,” Regional Studies 47, 2013). Conse-
quently, Sellers, Lidström, and Bae have to rely on
country-level data and historical narratives that focus on
the nation-state. They effectively use this data to produce
outstanding research, but further grounding of the three
types of multilevel democracy on the basis of local-level
data would be very welcome. However, this will most
likely remain a utopian undertaking, considering that
the required local-level data are simply not available.
Multilevel Democracy also shows that addressing methodo-
logical nationalism entails a tremendous amount of work.
A glimpse of the authors’ Herculean effort to collect
historical and quantitative data for a wide range of political
and social variables is provided by the online supplemental
document, which can be accessed without restrictions at
htttp://www.cambridge.org/MultilevelDemocracy.
In conclusion, Multilevel Democracy offers a significant

contribution to the broad field of comparative political
science and is a must-read for a wide range of political
scientists interested in state-building, civil society, dem-
ocracy, federalism, institutions, political mobilization, and
governance. By successfully addressing methodological
nationalism, Multilevel Democracy is a groundbreaking
study that will provide an invaluable step forward in the
development of an emerging (sub-)field within political
science on comparative territorial politics.

The Caravan: Abdallah Azzam and the Rise of Global
Jihad. By Thomas Hegghammer. New York: Cambridge University Press,
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Unmasking Boko Haram: Exploring Global Jihad in
Nigeria. By Jacob Zenn. Boulder: Lynne Rienner, 2020. 415p. $95.00
cloth.
doi:10.1017/S1537592721000293

— Sebastian Elischer, University of Florida
selischer@ufl.edu

Recent decades have seen an increase in the number of
studies on violent Islamic extremism. Scholarship on this
topic has discussed the theological content of jihadi Salaf-
ism and its intention, the challenges of internal coherence
and leadership within jihadi organizations, the drivers of
jihadi recruitment, and the role of the state as a (de)
radicalizer of violent extremism. Thomas Hegghammer,
Aaron Zelin, and Jacob Zenn examine the phenomenon of
violent Islamic extremism in different world regions and at
different moments in time.

In The Caravan: Abdallah Azzam and the Rise of Global
Jihad, Hegghammer reexamines the life of Abdallah
Azzam, the Palestinian cleric who led the mobilization of
Arab fighters to Afghanistan in the 1980s and who is
considered to be the founding father of transnational
jihadism. The book thus discusses the historical role
played by a particular individual in the spread of trans-
national jihadi ideology. By contrast, Zelin’s Your Sons Are
at Your Service: Tunisia’s Missionaries of Jihad and Zenn’s
Unmasking Boko Haram: Exploring Global Jihad in Nigeria
analyze the formation, subsequent rise, and further evolu-
tion of jihadi terrorist organizations. All three emphasize
the role of Salafi jihadi ideology and extensively refer to the
particular political and socioeconomic context in which
Islamic extremism manifests itself. The books are clearly
written and cover extensive historical and analytical
ground. All three add substantial knowledge to the existing
canon on jihadism.

The research question that Hegghammer tries to answer
is “why jihad went global” (p. 1). The conflict in Afghani-
stan, which began with the Soviet invasion in 1979, was
the first to attract foreign fighters, and it came to be “the
most transnational rebel history in modern history” (p. 2).
Azzam was able to reorient Islamic extremists from their
respective domestic locales to Afghanistan. The emergence
of the so-called Afghan Arabs therefore was a formative
event, which so far has not been analyzed in the Anglo-
phone literature. This study, which the author began to
research in 2007, draws on previously published books
about Azzam’s life in Arabic, jihadi publications, recorded
lectures, and interviews with people who engaged with
Azzam. It provides an in-depth chronological account of
the various stages in Azzam’s life: his birth in Palestine, his
first contacts with the Muslim Brotherhood, his career as a
university academic, his conservative teachings and writ-
ings, the conditions in Afghanistan at the end of 1981, the
background to Azzam’s fatwa calling for Muslims world-
wide to come to Afghanistan and fight global jihad, the
dire modalities of the recruitment of foreign fighters, the
fragmentation of the jihadi movement in Afghanistan, and
the assassination of Azzam on November 24, 1989, under
mysterious circumstances. The book comes with an online
companion (www.azzambook.net) that allows scholars to
access an array of primary sources and can also be used as a
teaching tool.

Reading through the main corpus of the book—508
pages, excluding the extensive bibliography—never gets
tiring. This is the result of two factors, the first of which
is the exceptional clarity of Hegghammer’s writing.
Despite the complex and multifaceted nature of the
topic at hand, the book is a pleasure to read. The second
factor, which is related to the first one, is the author’s
ability to link Azzam’s thinking to the unfolding political
situation in the Middle East from the end of World War
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II onward. This makes the book as much a review of
Middle Eastern contemporary history as it is a book
about Azzam. The book helps readers understand not
just what drives individuals to become mujahideen but
also provides fascinating insights into the day-to-day
challenges of keeping transnational jihadism going. Heg-
ghammer provides a holistic analysis of the drivers of
jihadi radicalization. He highlights three key elements
that enabled Azzam to recruit the mujahedeen:
motivation—the creation of an Islamic foreign-fighter
doctrine; organizers—individuals disseminating the
foreign-fighter doctrine across the globe; and low con-
straints—the lack of any activity in the Arab world and
the West to prevent recruits from going and organizers
from operating. It deserves notice that the United States
was the only nation in which Azzam was able to establish
a national affiliate organization.
The conclusion elaborates on all three drivers and

discusses Azzam’s contribution to the Arab involvement
in Afghanistan. Here, the author briefly discusses the
commonalities between the conflict in Afghanistan and
themore recent conflict in Syria. It would have been useful
to have a more extensive discussion of the lessons Western
governments might take from what happened in Afghani-
stan three and a half decades ago. This is not a critique of
the book, because Hegghammer early on states that his
goal is to provide a historical analysis of the events and
factors that shaped Azzam’s life. His book will be an
instant classic among scholars researching transnational
jihadism. Yet, his rigorous analysis does raise the question
of whether the three factors, which enabled the mujahe-
deen in the early 1980s, continue to operate unabated.

Aaron Zelin’s Your Sons at Your Service: Tunisia’s Mission-
aries of Jihad explores the history of Tunisian jihad. It
retraces the emergence of Ansar al-Sharia (AST), a jihadi
group that formed in Tunisia in the direct aftermath of the
Arab Spring. Zelin discusses the conditions enabling the
group, why it prioritized conversions and education over
violent activities (a strategy known as “dawa first”), and
why the AST ultimately failed to fulfill its mission in
Tunisia. Zelin draws on jihadi bibliographies, theWestern
Jihadism Project database, materials released by AST,
court files, Libyan and Tunisian government documents,
and information derived from meetings with AST mem-
bers during four research stays in Tunisia.
The book starts out by providing a historical analysis of

the rise of the Islamist movement following Tunisian
independence from France. Although the Tunisian state
implemented a strictly secular political system and there
were few jihadi ideologues in Tunisia before 2011, Tunis-
ian jihadism did not emerge out of nowhere. Long before
the Arab Spring, Tunisian jihadi fighters were present but
operated largely outside of Tunisia. They first emerged in

Afghanistan during the early 1980s and subsequently
participated in the jihad in Bosnia and Algeria.
Zelin explains the rise of domestic jihadism in Tunisia

by pointing to the post-2011 Tunisian government. After
the overthrow of the long-lasting dictator Ben Ali in
February 2011, the transitional government declared a
general amnesty, freeing a significant number of convicted
jihadis from prison. This decision enabled the AST to
become a major national security threat between February
2011 and August 2013. In August 2013 the government
declared the AST a terrorist organization, thereby curtail-
ing its ability to operate within Tunisia’s borders. To put it
more provocatively, the Tunisian state became a facilitator
of violent Islamic extremism, even though it had the
capacity to demobilize extremism later on. The AST did
not collaborate with or become co-opted by the al-Naddah
party, Tunisia’s political Islamist movement, which was
part of the post-2011 government. However, the
al-Naddah administration showed a consistent bias in
favor of the AST. Members of the AST, who resorted to
violence against the state, generally received shorter prison
sentences and punishments than secular perpetrators of
the same crimes. This bias further demonstrates that the
presence of political Islamism does not necessarily under-
mine jihadi activity as some have suggested. The chapters
discussing the AST’s religious, educational, and social
activities convincingly argue that jihadi organizations are
susceptible to outside advice and strategic learning. Jihadis
might be ideologues, but to achieve their goals, they
acknowledge local realities and borrow from Western
strategic thinking.
Zelin’s step-by-step analysis of the response of the

Tunisian state toward AST-orchestrated violence is par-
ticularly illuminating. Zelin fills a lacuna in the jihadism
literature, in which there is a paucity of studies on Tunis-
ian jihadism. Scholars interested in other countries will
find his study an important empirical point of departure
for their own works. The fact that the AST increasingly
focused on the jihad in Syria and Iraq raises at least one
provocative question: If the Tunisian state was able both to
facilitate and undermine jihadi activity, what precisely
should states do when confronted with domestic jihadi
terrorism? Unfortunately, Zelin does not address this
question and explicitly refrains from theorizing his
findings.

Whereas Zelin provides the first systematic analysis of
Tunisian jihadism, Jacob Zenn contributes to the growing
field of studies about BokoHaram, one of the world’s most
lethal and brutal Salafi jihadi groups. By highlighting Boko
Haram’s international and regional jihadi influences,
Zenn delivers a pathbreaking study of jihadism in Africa
in general and in Nigeria in particular. The book draws on
new Arabic and Hausa sources; correspondence between
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Boko Haram, Al Qaida, and ISIS; Nigerian government
sources; and interviews with members of various Boko
Haram factions. This book also comes with an online
companion through which readers can access many of the
book’s sources (https://unmaskingbokoharam.com).
Zenn shows that jihadism in Nigeria has its origins in

the early 1990s when the first Nigerian Salafis came into
contact with members of Al Qaida in Sudan, where
Osama bin Laden then resided. Nigerian jihadism thus
is at least one decade older than scholars conventionally
assume it to be. Through a very intricate and dense
analysis, Zenn illustrates the personal and organizational
links between Al Qaida of the Islamic Maghreb (AQIM),
al-Shabaab, and the so-called Nigerian Taliban, whose
members self-identified with global jihadism and whose
core later became Boko Haram. Most studies about
Boko Haram elaborate on the Nigerian state’s crackdown
on it in July 2009, which resulted in the killing of its
then-leader in a police station under dubious circum-
stances. Zenn demonstrates how the close cooperation
between AQIM and Boko Haram enabled the latter’s
comeback. Boko Haram’s successful car bombing attacks
between 2011 and 2013, for example, would not have
been possible without training and advice by AQIM.
During this period, Boko Haram also significantly
widened the radius of its activities. Boko Haram’s inter-
connectedness with AQIM, Al Qaida, and, later on, ISIS
had direct implications for the leadership struggle within
the organization. At different moments in time, AQIM
and ISIS took sides in favor of specific individuals and
against Abubakar Shekau, who emerged as Boko Har-
am’s leader after the 2009 crackdown.
Zenn’s analysis goes further. He demonstrates that at the

heart of these divisions were questions of theology, in
particular questions about how to go about fighting jihad.
Shekau’s exceptionally hardline approach viewedMuslim
lives as collateral in the fight against the Nigerian state.
Under his leadership Boko Haram attacks resulted in the
brutal killings of hundreds of innocent civilians, which
sparked controversy inside the group. Thus, as with
Hegghammer’s and Zelin’s works, readers gain a first-
hand account of the internal dynamics within jihadi Salafi
organizations.
The book goes far beyond any previous analysis of

Boko Haram. It makes a compelling case that the group
must not be confined to the Nigerian context, although
Zenn does not deny the importance of local factors. The
book demonstrates, however, that Boko Haram’s trajec-
tory should be seen as the result of global and regional
dynamics; thus, socioeconomic factors such as jobless-
ness are not the driving force behind its emergence.
The book is a remarkable scholarly achievement that
adds new and provocative layers to the study of jihadism
in Africa.

The Political Economy of Taxation in Latin America.
Edited by Gustavo A. Flores-Macías. Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press, 2019. 272p. $99.99 cloth.
doi:10.1017/S1537592721000116

— Cesar Zucco , Getulio Vargas Foundation
cesar.zucco@fgv.br

Inequality and redistribution are classic themes in political
science and beyond. But although work on government
spending abounds, the study of taxation and, in particular,
the politics of taxation has lagged behind.We seem now to
be experiencing a renewed interest in the politics of
taxation, perhaps inspired by Thomas Picketty’s work in
economics (i.e.,Capital in the Twenty-First Century, 2013)
and exemplified within our discipline by Kenneth Scheve
and David Stasavage’s Taxing the Rich: A History of Fiscal
Fairness in the United States and Europe (2016). The
Political Economy of Taxation in Latin America, in this
context, is a very timely and informative contribution that
will make a lasting mark on the study of the politics of
taxation in Latin America and inspire follow-up work on
the subject.

The editor’s introduction and conclusion that bracket
the eight contributed chapters are framed around three
questions: “What explains the region’s low levels of tax-
ation? What accounts for the region’s tax structure? What
explains differences across countries” (p. 3). These are
pertinent questions, and all contributors present a great
amount of information that educates the reader about
both technical and political aspects of taxation. The sheer
amount and accessibility of the information make the
book worth reading, and recurring arguments connect
the different contributions.

To get my sole critique out of the way before delving
into the volume’s many strengths, there is something amiss
in the framing of those first two questions. The volume
exhaustively drives home the notion that low levels of
taxation and lack of progressiveness are important charac-
teristics of Latin American tax systems. However, the
questions are presented in a way that begs for cross-
regional comparisons—of which there are hardly any—
but does not leverage intra-regional comparison, of which
there is plenty. This framing, in turn, forces a significant
portion of the introduction and conclusion to be spent in a
search for commonalities across chapters that have very
different approaches, scopes, and interests.

Although the chapters are held together by several
shared themes, a common set of possible explanations
for low taxation and lack of progressive taxes is not one
of them. In fact, in trying to collect the lessons from the
chapters, the introduction comes up with a daunting list.
Commodity cycles and resource nationalism, the strength
of economic elites, state capacity to ensure compliance,
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